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360° Indoor Wi-Fi Camera IMOU Rex 2D 3MP

360° Indoor Wi-Fi Camera IMOU Rex 2D 3MP.
Keep an eye on what's going on in your home - even when you're not there. The Rex 2D indoor camera by IMOU is the perfect solution
for anyone who wants to feel safe. Thanks to its rotating design, it monitors everything that happens near it. The 2K-quality image and
8x digital zoom will make sure you won't miss a single detail. The camera offers smart features and is equipped with a motion sensor, so
you'll  always  be  on  the  lookout  for  what's  going  on  in  your  home.  The  built-in  microphone  accurately  captures  your  voice,  while  the
speaker allows you to stay in touch with those within range of the camera. The Rex 2D model stands out for its wide compatibility and
works with iOS and Android operating systems, allowing you to keep a watchful eye on the security of your home even when you're on
vacation!
 
Picture full of details
Now everything that happens within the camera's range will be precisely recorded. The use of a progressive sensor ensures efficiency,
and thanks to the 5MP resolution, you can see more details in the recordings. The wide field of view and rotating design allows you to
monitor a sizable area of your home in a panoramic view (355° horizontally and 90° vertically), so you will always know if your home is
safe.
 
Security after dark
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The  Rex  2D  camera  also  performs  well  at  night.  The  night  vision  mode  with  10-meter  vision  captures  high-quality  images  even  in
low-light conditions, so you can rest assured - IMOU is keeping your home safe.
 
Intelligent motion detection
Are you on vacation and worried about whether the house is safe? Rest assured! The IMOU camera uses an advanced motion detection
system,  so  that  in  just  0.6  seconds  you  get  information  to  your  phone  as  soon  as  something  disturbing  happens  within  the  camera's
range. All you have to do is reach for your phone to see that everything is fine at home.
 
Adapt to your rhythm
IMOU meets your needs with smart solutions. From the app on your phone, you can schedule times when the camera monitors rooms.
You can also  set  monitoring  zones,  so  you can avoid  false  alarms when there  is  a  household  member  constantly  within  the  camera's
range. What's more, with just one click in the app, you can turn off the camera and enjoy complete privacy.
 
File storage
The camera offers two ways to store your recordings. With an SD card of up to 256 GB, you can keep videos from up to 16 days back. If
you prefer, your recordings can go to the cloud, so you can access them from your own phone at all times.
 
Two-way audio
The Rex 2D isn't  just  about  video!  The camera is  equipped with  a  microphone and speaker,  so  it  accurately  captures  sound and also
allows two-way communication.  Such a solution will  allow you,  for  example,  to  call  home for  dinner  or  scare away a possible  burglar,
providing both convenience and control.
 
Thoughtful design
This small  camera is  distinguished by its  robust design.  Its  operating environment is  -10°C~ 45°C, making it  perfect for  any room. Its
advantage is low power consumption, so you don't have to worry about higher electricity bills. The camera uses Wi-Fi connectivity and
works with iOS and Android operating systems, ensuring wide compatibility and freedom of hardware selection. In the app, you can share
the camera's image with other users, so all household members get a clear view of what's going on at home. What's more, its elegant
design resembling a crystal ball will be an interesting decoration for your home.
 
Package contents
1x Camera
1x Quick start guide
1x AC adapter
1x USB cable
1x Set of screws
1x Quick installation plate
1x Installation position map
Manufacturer
IMOU
Manufacturer code
IPC-GK2DP-3C0W
 
Camera
Matrix
1/2.8" progressive CMOS sensor
Resolution
3MP(2304 x 1296)
Night vision:
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10m distance
Fixed lens
3.6mm
Field of view:
83°(H), 46°(V), 102°(D)
Adjustment
0~355° i 0~90°
 
Network
Connection
1 x Ethernet port 100 Mb/s
Wi-Fi:
IEEE802.11b/g/n, 50m open field
Imou app:
iOS, Android
Communication
Onvif
 
Video and audio
Video compression:
H.265/H.264
Frame rate
Up to 25/30
Digital zoom
8 x
Two-way audio
YES
 
Auxiliary interface
Micro SD card slot
(up to 256 GB)
Built-in microphone and speaker
YES
Reset button
YES
 
Notification management
Motion detection
YES
People detection
YES
Configurable region
YES
Incorrect audible alarm
YES
 
General
Power supply
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DC 5V1A
Power consumption:
<3,4 W
Operating environment:
-10°C~ 45°C, less than 95% relative humidity
Dimensions:
90 × 90 × 104 mm
Weight:
206g (0.45lb)
Certification
CE

Preço:

€ 52.00

Casa inteligente, Others
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